CHAPTER 10A
ESTATE PLANNING
INTRODUCTION

PART I
RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT RELATING TO ESTATE PLANNING (RPC)
A. (10A.1.1) CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION - RULE 1.6
B. (10A.1.2) CONFLICT OF INTEREST – RULE 1.7
C. (10A.1.3) PLANNING FOR AGED, DISABLED, OR CLIENT WITH DIMINISHED CAPACITY – RULE 1.14
D. (10A.1.4) SAFEGUARDING PROPERTY – RULE 1.15A
E. (10A.1.5) DUTY TO INQUIRE AND BECOME INFORMED

PART II
ESTATE PLANNING – BEFORE DRAFTING DOCUMENTS
A. (10A.2.1) INTRODUCTION
B. (10A.2.2) CHANGE OF LAW - MARRIAGE
C. (10A.2.3) OBTAINING THE NECESSARY INFORMATION
D. (10A.2.4) THE NECESSARY INFORMATION
E. (10A.2.5) THE EXISTING PLAN
F. (10A.2.6) THE CONFERENCE
G. (10A.2.7) CHOOSING FIDUCIARIES

PART III
DRAFTING BASIC DOCUMENTS AND RELATED ISSUES
A. (10A.3.1) LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
1. (10A.3.2) Family Members - Children
2. (10A.3.3) Family Members - Spouses and Registered Domestic Partners
3. (10A.3.4) Appointment of Personal Representative
4. (10A.3.5) Appointment of Trustee or Custodian
5. (10A.3.6) Appointment of Guardian for Minor Children
6. (10A.3.7) Specific Gifts – Tangible Personal Property
7. (10A.3.8) Specific Gifts from Couple
8. (10A.3.9) Caps on Specific Gifts
9. (10A.3.10) Forgiveness of Debt
10. (10A.3.11) Gifts to Caregivers
11. (10A.3.12) Specific Gifts of Real Estate
13. (10A.3.14) Disposition of Residuary Estate
14. (10A.3.15) “Indefinite Beneficiaries” and the 2011 Amendments
15. (10A.3.16) Trustee Powers – Specific Issues
16. (10A.3.17) Trustee Notice Responsibilities
17. (10A.3.18) Allocation and Payment of Estate Tax
18. (10A.3.19) Will Repository
B. (10A.3.20) DURABLE POWERS OF ATTORNEY (DPOA).
1. (10A.3.21) Financial Durable Powers of Attorney
2. (10A.3.22) Medical Durable Powers of Attorney
3. (10A.3.23) Durable Powers of Attorney for Minor Children
C. (10A.3.24) HEALTH CARE DIRECTIVES
D. (10A.3.25) REMAINS, ANATOMICAL GIFTS, POLST, DEATH WITH
DIGNITY, AND LONG TERM CARE INSURANCE
1. (10A.3.26) Disposition of Remains Instructions
2. (10A.3.27) Anatomical Gifts
3. (10A.3.28) POLST Form
4. (10A.3.29) Death with Dignity
5. (10A.3.30) Long Term Nursing Insurance

PART IV
DISPOSITION OF ASSETS OUTSIDE WILLS
A. (10A.4.1) NONPROBATE ASSETS GENERALLY
B. (10A.4.2) TESTAMENTARY DISPOSITIONS OF NONPROBATE ASSETS
C. (10A.4.3) JOINT TENANCY WITH RIGHT OF SURVIVORSHIP
D. (10A.4.4) COMMUNITY PROPERTY AGREEMENTS (CPA)
E. (10A.4.5) TRANSFER ON DEATH DEEDS
F. (10A.4.6) REVOCABLE LIVING TRUSTS (RLT)
G. (10A.4.7) IRREVOCABLE TRUSTS AND INTERVIVOS TRANSFERS
   1. (10A.4.8) Irrevocable Trusts for Vulnerable Clients
   2. (10A.4.9) Special Needs Trusts
H. (10A.4.10) DIRECTED TRUSTS
I. (10A.4.11) RETIREMENT PLANS AND IRAS
J. (10A.4.12) PRIVATE ANNUITY CONTRACTS
K. (10A.4.13) GRANTOR RETAINED INTERESTS (GRIT, GRAT, GRUT, QPRT).
L. (10A.4.14) QUALIFIED DISCLAIMERS
M. (10A.4.15) UNIFORM FIDUCIARY ACCESS TO DIGITAL ACCOUNTS ACT
N. (10A.4.16) VALUATION PLANNING
O. (10A.4.17) SPECIAL PROBLEM AREAS

PART V
AFTER DOCUMENTS ARE EXECUTED
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A. (10A.5.1) DOCUMENTATION
B. (10A.5.2) REVIEW AND ONGOING CLIENT CONTACTS